
Models EX SR PRICE TCS
ROAD TAX

+ RGTD
I C FAST TAG ON ROAD

SEAL DYNAMIC ₹ 41,00,000 ₹ 41,000 ₹ 4,65,100 ₹ 25,000 ₹ 200 ₹ 48,22,274

SEAL PREMIUM ₹ 45,55,000 ₹ 45,550 ₹ 5,15,605 ₹ 25,000 ₹ 200 ₹ 53,50,446

SEAL PERFORMANCE ₹ 53,00,000 ₹ 53,000 ₹ 5,98,300 ₹ 25,000 ₹ 200 ₹ 62,15,255

No Emissions

Reduced Noise 

Pollution

No Gas Required

Low Maintenance & 

Low Cost

Easy Driving

Delivery

Hypoythecation

Temporary Registration

Payments 

Contact

Price

You can operate an electric car with just the accelerator pedal, brake pedal and steering wheel. Another really useful 

feature is regenerative braking. In normal cars, the braking process is a total wastage of kinetic energy that gets 

released as frictional heat. However, in an electric vehicle, the same energy is used to charge the batteries.

          BYD - SEAL (Innovation Meets Acceleration)                     

March - 2024 - PRICELIST (11-03-24)

Ins NIL Dip with Ad ons (Tyre 

Protect, RTI & Consumables)

₹ 1,90,974

₹ 2,38,755

PPS MOTORS PRIVATE LIMITED

KARNATAKA

GST - 29AAFCP8182N1ZK     PAN - AAFCP8182N       CIN - U50404TG2010PTC071634

#1 Dealer for BYD pan India in 2023

₹ 2,09,091

Delivery of the vehicle will happen in 4 working days post reciept of full payment subject to availability of vehicle in stock. 

Hypothecation charges of Rs.1,500/- is included in Road Tax and Registration charges. If no Hypothecation Rs.1,500/- can be reduced. 

Temporary registration of the vehicle only when the vehicle is getting registered in different state apart from Karanataka and would be charged 

Rs.2,500/- which would be valid for 6 months. 

Payment in favour of M/S PPS MOTORS PVT LTD., A/C NO. "004805021637", IFSC Code ICIC0000048, Branch-Secunderabad

Always reachable at  Ph : 6309630970  & mail id : sales-support@pps-byd.in

Price would be applicable at the time of invoicing only 

The biggest advantage of an electric vehicle is its green credential. Electric cars are 100 percent eco-friendly as they run 

on electrically powered engines. It does not emit toxic gases or smoke in the environment. An electric car buyer greatly 

contributes to a healthy & green climate.

Electric cars put a curb on noise pollution as they are much quieter. Electric motors are capable of providing smooth 

drive with higher acceleration over longer distances.

These cars can be fuelled for very low prices, Electric cars are also economical & provide reduced running cost / km.

Electric cars run on electrically powered engines, and hence there is no need to lubricate the engines, anything related to 

the combustion engine or a ton of maintenance tasks that are usually associated with a gas engine. Therefore, the 

maintenance cost of these cars has come down.


